GLUING MODELS OF TYPE THEORY ALONG FLAT FUNCTORS
JONATHAN STERLING AND CARLO ANGIULI

Abstract. We extend the theory of Artin gluing to strict dependent type theory: given a
flat functor C F E from the category of contexts of a model of Martin-Löf type theory
into a Grothendieck topos E, we may construct the F –computability families model of
type theory. Our theorem extends to MLTT with a (strict, weak) universe à la Tarski if E
may be equipped with a (strict, weak) universe à la Tarski.
We introduce a more tractable approach to the gluing models of type theory, working
primarily within a suitably enlarged category of computability families which are not all
tracked by syntactical entities, but which is densely generated by the subcategory of such
computability families.

1. Introduction
Most important properties of sufficiently complex languages, including canonicity,
normalization, decidability of judgmental equality, and parametricity, cannot be proved
by induction on the syntax of terms or derivations. Artin gluing is a unifying technique
which equips a language with a much stronger semantic induction principle well-suited to
proving all these metatheorems.
1.1. Artin gluing and the method of computability. In the history of logic and structural proof theory, the struggle for these semantic induction principles begins with Tait’s
pioneering proof of strong normalization for a rewriting presentation of the simply typed
λ-calculus [Tai67]; the method employed, now variously called Tait’s method, the method of
computability/reducibility, logical/computability/reducibility predicates/relations, etc., was
further developed by Girard [Gir71; Gir72] and Martin-Löf [Mar75].
Artin gluing was invented by the Grothendieck school of algebraic geometry in the early
1970s [AGV72]. Given a finite limit–preserving functor X F E between Grothendieck
topoi, one may construct a new Grothendieck topos whose objects are families E
F (X ) :
E with X : X, and whose morphisms are commutative squares. This glued topos E ↓
F comes with a projection functor E ↓ F
X preserving all the structure of a topos,
equipped with both left and right adjoints.
The closure of Grothendieck topoi under gluing was subsequently generalized by
Tierney to the case of elementary topoi [Wra74], which include topoi that may not have
a description in terms of generators and relations. This essential step enabled Freyd to
use the theory of gluing to prove that the terminal object of the free topos1 with a natural
numbers object is connected and projective [Fre78]. Considering the correspondence
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1Here we mean the initial object in the category of elementary topoi with n.n.o.s and logical morphisms.
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between the free topos with a n.n.o. and intuitionistic higher-order predicate logic, the
result immediately implies both the disjunction and existence properties [nLa18a; nLa17].
Proof (ir)relevance. Freyd’s construction involves gluing the free topos F along the global
Γ
sections functor F F Set; the objects of the resulting “Freyd cover” Set ↓ Γ F are families
of sets indexed in the global elements of F-objects. As observed by Mitchell and Scedrov
[MS93], the Freyd cover is almost the same as the Tait-style models used to prove the
canonicity property of type theories, except that the Tait-style models are restricted to
proof-irrelevant predicates over global elements rather than general families.
A great deal of the literature in programming languages and type theory has been oriented toward artificially enforcing the same proof-irrelevance constraint in the case of nonFreyd gluing, the paradigmatic example being the gluing along a nerve functor; this method,
called Kripke logical predicates of varying arity in the type-theoretic literature [JT93; MS93;
FS99], corresponds exactly to the method of Kripke logical predicates/relations which has
become central to the study of programming languages.
More recently, Coquand has argued that the proof irrelevance of the classical method of
computability is a disadvantage in comparison with the more natural gluing construction
in terms of families [Coq19]. Gluing, or “proof-relevant computability,” enjoys a direct and
elementary application to the metatheory of dependent type theory with hierarchies of
universes, in contrast to the proof-irrelevant version which appeared to require a highly
technical detour through partial equivalence relations over rewriting systems on raw
terms.
Computability predicates for universes. The main difficulty in the proof-irrelevant case is
that the computability predicate for a universe U must somehow associate to each A : U a
computability predicate for its decoding el(A). Because the predicate for U cannot store
those predicates directly, we instead simply store a “permission” to access a separatelymaintained global lookup table.
These lookup tables, called type systems by Allen [All87], have contributed a critical
component to the metatheory of dependent type theories [Har92; KPB15; AR14; AHH17;
BGM17; SH18; WB18; GSB19; Ang19]. Their construction, however, relies on rather
subtle fixed point theorems, and unfortunately, their basic closure properties must all be
established globally by simultaneous induction. For this reason, modular proofs of (e.g.)
canonicity and normalization for dependent type theories have been elusive.
In contrast, proof-relevant computability families enable a more direct approach to
universes: the computability family for a universe may store, as data, the computability
families for its elements. Then, rather than interpreting el(A) using a global lookup table,
one may simply project the computability family from the computability data attached to
A.
1.2. Compact and general computability families. A typical Martin-Löf-style type
theory is a fairly wild object, suffering from a paucity of limits and colimits, and is consequently closed under only some dependent sums and products.2 Another characteristic of
type theory poorly adapted for categorical manipulation is its strictness: the constructs
of type theory are closed under a substitution operation which is coherent in the sense
that it commutes strictly with chosen representatives of connectives of type theory, e.g.
[M/z]Πx :A B ≡ Πx :[M /z]A [x̂ ∗ M/z]B.
2Usually the ones determined as adjoints to weakening.
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Because of the strictness of the substitution action, it is not appropriate to treat types in
the semantics of (strict) type theory as just some morphisms in a category C for which the
change of base has left and right adjoints. Instead, models of type theory are arranged in a
more intricate way: the types are rendered as elements of a universe T which by necessity
lies not in C but in the category of presheaves Pr(C). Then, the substitution action on
γ
types for morphisms ∆
Γ : C is given by the functoriality of the presheaf T : Pr(C).
The yoga of dense generation. While the category of contexts C is somewhat irregular, its
free co-completion Pr(C) is particularly tame. In addition to the universe of types, most
components of models of type theory are native to Pr(C), including the maps which model
the rules of type theory (e.g. dependent product introduction, elimination, etc.).
This situation may be contextualized within the history of mathematical ideas, considering the dual Yoneda lemma which exposes T (and any other presheaf) as a formal
piecing-together of objects from C. That is, writing C
Pr(C) for the Yoneda embedding:
(Density)

T  colim

Γ→T

Γ

The dense generation of Pr(C) by C and the attendant advantages of studying objects
in C by means of their (fully faithful) avatars in the tame category Pr(C) is an old story
in mathematics first told by Grothendieck in the context of scheme theory, a program of
regularization which initiated the era of modern algebraic geometry.
Example 1 (Affine schemes). Algebraic geometry is classically the study of zeroes of families
of polynomials, a situation generalized by the notion of affine schemes, the formal duals of
commutative rings. Although the category Aff of affine schemes is not closed under many
operations, it densely generates the more regular Zariski topos Sh(Aff) in which the affine
schemes become the representables, and the general schemes are the sheaves which are covered
by affines via open maps [Gro60; nLa18b].
¦
Example 2 (Smooth manifolds). Synthetic differential geometry is concerned with the study
of smooth spaces and smooth maps between them; categories of manifolds being somewhat
irregular, one may consider the fully faithful embedding which sends a smooth manifold
to its (finitely generated) smooth algebra. The category of sheaves on the formal duals of
(finitely generated) smooth algebras is, then, a suitable environment for studying smooth
spaces [Koc06; nLa16].
¦
Compact computability families. Computability à la Tait is concerned with structures (or
properties) that lie over syntactical entities from some type theory; the canonical example
of a computability family is the family over term[nat] whose fiber at ` t : nat is the
collection of natural numbers n ∈ N such that ` bnc = t : nat in the type theory.
These “compact” computability families, meaning those which lie over individual contexts or types, are not well-adapted on their own for the metatheory of dependent type
theories, where one must consider not only the computable elements of types but also the
computable types and families thereof. This has led to the proliferation of ad hoc treatments
of computability for dependent type theory, in which one defines in a duplicative way the
(spiritually) identical notions of a “computable map between computability families” and a
“computable family of computability families”.
Because the collection of types is not a context in dependent type theory, the spirit of
Examples 1 and 2 invites us to enlarge the collection of computability families to include
structures and properties that lie over more general objects than the contexts of the type
theory. Taking note of the role of presheaves in defining the collections of types and
elements, it is particularly appropriate to consider a category G of “general” computability
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families which lie over objects of Pr(C), densely generated by a subcategory GK of “compact”
computability families which lie over objects of C.
1.3. Summary of contributions. In this paper, we develop the theory of Artin gluing
in the context of strict type theory; by working in a category G of “general computability
families” which are not a priori tracked by syntactical entities from the type theory, we
obtain a smoother and more synthetic construction of the model of type theory (glued
natural model, glued connectives, etc.) which avoids the analytic quantification over
contexts and substitutions plaguing prior work on gluing for strict type theory.
Theorem 3. Let C be the category of contexts of a model MC of Martin-Löf type theory,
and let C F E be a flat functor into a Grothendieck topos E (equivalently, a functor whose
˜
Yoneda extension Pr(C) F E is left exact). Then we have a model ME↓F together with a
homomorphism of models ME↓F
MC which is tracked by the codomain projection of the
comma category E ↓ F
C.
Most of the instances of gluing for type theory that we are aware of correspond to flat
functors into Grothendieck topoi.3
Γ

Example 4 (Global canonicity). The global sections functor C C Set of a type theory is flat;
the corresponding gluing model of type theory may be used to establish strict canonicity. ¦
Example 5 (Cubical canonicity). Awodey observed that an interval object induces a nerve
functor from cubical type theory into cubical sets; it is easy to check that this nerve is
moreover flat. The corresponding gluing model of type theory may be employed to establish
strict canonicity in interval-only contexts, as in the work of Sterling, Angiuli, and Gratzer
[SAG19] and unpublished work by Awodey and Fiore.
From the perspective of cubical sets, this cubical nerve is just the “global sections” functor;
it appears as such in the work of Coquand, Huber, and Sattler [CHS19] where it is used to
prove homotopy canonicity for a weak cubical type theory.
¦
Example 6 (Normalization). The interpretation of formal renamings of variables as substitutions induces a flat nerve functor C N Pr(Ren).4 The resulting gluing model of type theory
may be used to prove normalization and decidability of judgmental equality, as in the work
of Fiore [Fio02], Altenkirch, Hofmann, and Streicher [AHS95], and Coquand [Coq19].
¦
1.4. Related work. The prior works on gluing for type theory can be roughly divided
into those which target strict type theory (type theory in which substitution commutes
with type-formers on the nose) and those which target weak type theory (type theory in
which substitution is defined up to isomorphism).
1.4.1. Gluing for strict type theory. Kaposi, Huber, and Sattler [KHS19] have contributed
the most general gluing theorem for models of (strict) type theory to date: given two
models of type theory and a pseudo-morphism of cwfs/natural models between them, they
obtain a glued model of type theory displayed over the first model. The work of Kaposi,
Huber, and Sattler is essentially syntactic, and uses the strict model theory of quotient
inductive-inductive types [AK16; KKA19], a type-theoretic reformulation of Cartmell’s
generalized algebraic theories [Car86]
3By a “flat functor”, we mean what is sometimes referred to in the literature as an internally flat functor.
4This nerve is sometimes billed as a “Yoneda embedding” (e.g. Kaposi, Huber, and Sattler [KHS19]), but we

find this perspective highly misleading considering that it is not even fully faithful. Only fully faithful nerves,
equivalently nerves generated by dense functors, can seriously be referred to as “Yoneda embeddings”.
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The present authors have been curious whether the results of Kaposi, Huber, and Sattler
[KHS19] could be cast into a more tractable categorical language which leverages the
classical theory of Artin gluing, and in which laborious syntactic computations may in
part be replaced by mathematical abstractions which are less sensitive to the exact equality
of objects.
The current paper is a first step along the road toward a mathematical version of gluing
for strict type theory, employing a 2-categorical model theory due to Uemura [Uem19] in
which morphisms need preserve type-theoretic constructs only up to isomorphism. This
weak kind of morphism, which generalizes pseudo-morphisms of cwfs/natural models
to the rest of the connectives of type theory, enables the use of categorical tools (which
leverage universal properties) to prove metatheoretic results.
Whereas the input of the theorem of Kaposi, Huber, and Sattler is a pseudo-morphism
of natural models, we have restricted our attention to a special case which covers all
metatheorems for type theory that we are aware of: a flat functor from the category of
contexts of a model of type theory into a Grothendieck topos E. We implicitly use the
canonical model of type theory in E to carry out our result, but we have found it most
natural to work from the perspective of flat functors (functors whose Yoneda extensions
are left exact) without bringing any algebraic notions into the picture.
Avoiding quantification over substitutions. In previous work on gluing for strict type theory, it was apparently necessary to construct the presheaf of computable types and the
presheaves of computable elements at the level of sets, working explicitly with computable
contexts and computable substitutions [Coq19; SAG19; KHS19; CHS19]. This analytic
approach, which shatters the notion of a computability family into its fibers at each context,
is particularly unwieldy: when fundamental definitions are given at the level of sets and
not characterized abstractly, all remaining constructions must likewise be carried out at
the level of sets.
The analytic definition of these presheaves on (compact) computability families of
contexts leads to an avalanche of technical functoriality and naturality obligations which
are in practice never explicitly discharged, and whose proofs evince no conceptual insight.
It is perhaps reasonable to question whether the economy accorded by the use of proofrelevant computability families and quotiented/abstract terms is not in fact negated by
these obligations.
In contrast, our category G of general computability families provides a suitable environment in which to construct the fundamental objects of the computability model of type
theory in a synthetic manner; yet, to obtain a model of type theory, it is still necessary to
ultimately transfer these objects to the presheaf category Pr(GK ) on compact computability
families. This post hoc shattering of general computability families into presheaves on
N
computable contexts is achieved parsimoniously by a nerve functor G K Pr(GK ) which is
well-behaved by virtue of the density of GK in G.
1.4.2. Gluing for weak type theory. An alternative is to consider gluing for weak type
theory, in which substitution commutes with type formers only up to isomorphism. Weak
type theory is closer to the type-theoretic situations arising organically in the mathematical
landscape, such as locally cartesian closed categories [See84; Hof95; CD14; CGH14], Joyal’s
clans and tribes [Joy17], etc.
In general, developing the metatheory of weak dependent type theory is considerably
easier than for the strict version; this is mainly because, when laws are taken up to
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isomorphism (such as the commutation of substitution and type-theoretic connectives
embodied in Beck-Chevalley), the potential for coherence problems is mostly eliminated.
This is why, in our estimation, the theory of Artin gluing for weak type theory has
been comparatively better developed in terms of both abstractness and generality, as in
the work of Shulman [Shu15], Uemura [Uem17], and Kapulkin and Sattler [KS19].
Our aim in the present work is to develop a tractable and categorical account of gluing
in the same style, but which may be applied to prove the strict metatheorems about strict
type theory that are needed to justify the correctness of proof assistants like Agda [Nor07;
Nor09; VMA19], Coq [Coq16], Lean [Mou+15], and redtt [Red18; Ang+18].
Acknowledgments. We are very thankful to Mathieu Anel, Steve Awodey, Lars Birkedal,
Evan Cavallo, Thierry Coquand, Marcelo Fiore, Jonas Frey, Daniel Gratzer, Robert Harper,
Alex Kavvos, Michael Shulman, Bas Spitters, Thomas Streicher, and Andrew Swan for
helpful conversations and seminars on the model theory of type theory, Artin gluing, and
the method of computability.

2. Functorial semantics of Martin-Löf’s type theory
Lawvere’s method of functorial semantics [Law63] replaces syntactic presentations
of theories with an invariant presentation, the classifying category, such that models of
a theory are just structure-preserving functors out of its classifying category. Recently,
Uemura [Uem19] has extended functorial semantics to dependent type theory; in Uemura’s
framework, a “type theory” is just a small representable map category T, and a model of
this type theory is a structure-preserving functor T
Pr(C) for some category C with a
terminal object.
Many standard doctrines (e.g. finite products, finite limits, etc.) arise as different type
theories in the above sense; then, Uemura’s concept of a theory over a type theory subsumes
the standard notions of theory in each doctrine (e.g. algebraic theory, essentially algebraic
theory, etc.). Thus, a type theory in the sense of Uemura [Uem19] is more like a logical
framework in the sense of Nordström, Peterson, and Smith [NPS90] and Harper, Honsell,
and Plotkin [HHP93].
2.1. An overview of the functorial semantics. In this section, we will recall enough
of Uemura’s definitions and results to make our constructions self-contained; for more
details, we recommend reading Uemura [Uem19].
Notation 1. We will write ∆n : Cat for the n-simplex regarded as a category; for instance,
∆0 is the point {∗}, and ∆1 is the walking arrow {0
1}.
¦
Notation 2. In light of Notation 1, [∆1, C] is the category of arrows and commuting
squares in C, and [∆1, C]cart is the category of arrows and cartesian squares (pullbacks) in
∂
C. We write [∆1, C] 1 C for the codomain opfibration of C which projects the codomain
∂
of a map; when C has pullbacks, this is furthermore a fibration [∆1, C] 1 C.
¦
Type theories as representable map categories. A representable map category in the sense
of Uemura [Uem19] is a finitely complete category T (writing  : T for the terminal
object), together with a wide subcategory RT
T which is closed under pullback along
f
arbitrary arrows, such that T has right adjoints T/A ∗ T/B to pullback along any map
A

f

B ∈ RT . A map in RT is called a representable map.
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The closure under pullback makes the subcategory of representable maps [∆1, RT ]
[∆1, T]
replete. A representable map functor is a left exact functor which preserves the repref
sentable arrows, as well as the pushforwards f ∗ for representable A
B.
Remark 3. The notion of a representable map category is the same as that of a category
equipped with a universe of “small maps” [Str05] closed under dependent sums, such that
“large” dependent products along small families exist.
¦
Representable map categories capture the judgmental situation of type theories in the
following way:
(1) A form of judgment is a map/family in T; e.g., the hA typei judgment is a family
T
.
(2) The presuppositions of a form of judgment, in the sense of Schroeder-Heister
[Sch87], are rendered as the base of this family;
for instance, the judgment hM : Ai
.
which presupposes hA typei is a family T τ T. The fiber τ [A] collects the elements of the type A : T.
(3) A form of judgment which may be hypothesized is a representable map, and hypothetical
. judgments are given by pushforwards of those maps. For instance, by making T τ T representable, we support the hypothetical judgments hJ [x] (x : τ [A])i;
in polymorphic type theory [Jac99], one might additionally make T
 representable.
The canonical representable map category. Given a category C, there is a “canonical” representable map category structure on the category of presheaves Pr(C), in which a natural
f
transformation X
Y : Pr(C) is representable iff every fiber of f over a representable
presheaf is a representable presheaf (in the sense of the Yoneda embedding).
. This notion of
representability agrees with the classical one, and a representable map T τ T ∈ RPr(C)
is exactly a natural model over C in the sense of Awodey [Awo18].
Therefore, a model of a type theory T should be a representable map
Pr(C)
 . functor T
for some C; it is easy to see that, in the case of the type theory T = T τ T , this notion
of model restricts exactly to that of natural models [Awo18] or (equivalently) categories
with families [Dyb96].
Uemura promotes a more symmetric perspective on this canonical representable map
category, using the equivalent category of discrete fibrations over C instead of Pr(C).
Notation 4. We write DF for the category of discrete fibrations, i.e., the full subcategory
π
of Fib consisting of fibrations whose fibers are all sets. Then Fib Fib Cat extends to a
π DF
fibration DF
Cat, and we write DFC for π DF [C], the category of discrete fibrations
over the category C.
¦
Any presheaf X : Pr(C) may be turned into a discrete fibration C/X
C, writing C/X
for the category of elements of X ; this assignment extends to an equivalence of categories.
However, representability is considerably simpler to state in DFC : a representable map
f
X
Y : DFC is one which, considered as a functor between total categories, has a right
qf
adjoint Y
X : Cat [Awo+14; Awo18].
Definition 5. A model of a type theory T is a functor of representable map categories
M
T C DFC , for some category C with a terminal object. We will write X C (resp., f C ) for
f
MC (X ) (resp., MC (f )) for each X : T and X
Y : T.
¦
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Remark 6. The notation qf is chosen suggestively: in a model MC of the “walking natural
.
.
qτ
model” T τ T , the. right adjoint TC C TC takes a type A : TC in context Γ to the
variable term qτΓ (A) : TC in context Γ.A.
¦
A 2-category of models. In contrast to the generalized algebraic approach to the model
theory of type theory initiated by Cartmell [Car86] and promoted by a number of recent
authors [ACD08; Awo18; New18; KHS19; SAG19; Ste18], Uemura’s framework evinces
a (strict) 2-category of models for each type theory, equipped with a bi-initial object
(the term model). This higher-dimensional approach is better adapted to the methods of
categorical semantics than the purely 1-categorical approach, in which homomorphisms
must commute with all structure strictly: such strict homomorphisms are rarely found
in nature, and even when they do exist, they defy mathematical abstraction and are
consequently extremely difficult to construct.
M

M

Definition 7. Let T C DFC and T D DFD be models of a type theory T. A morphism
from MC to MD is a functor C F D preserving the terminal object, together with a
M
X
natural transformation MC F MD : [T, DF] where each component X C F X D : DF
π DF
F
lies over C
D in DF
Cat, subject to an additional condition. Consider the image
f
in DF of the naturality square of any representable map X
Y ∈ RT , filling in the right
adjoints to the representable maps:
XC
qf C

XF

` fC
YC

XD
fD a

YF

qf D

YD

There is a canonical comparison map from the composite X F ◦ qfC to the composite
qf D ◦ Y F :
qf C
qfC identity
f C a qf C
f C ◦ qf C
idYC
YF
Y F ◦ f C ◦ qf C
YF
naturality
f D ◦ X F ◦ qf C
YF
f a qf D
X F ◦ qf C
qf D ◦ Y F D
We require that this comparison map be an isomorphism; this condition is called
Beck-Chevalley.
¦
Remark 8. The Beck-Chevalley condition on the action of morphisms of models on
representable maps can be glossed in an intuitive way: hypothesizing a judgment and
then doing a change-of-model is the same as first doing a change-of-model and then
hypothesizing.
¦
. τ
Example 9. In the case of the type theory T = T
T , the Beck-Chevalley condition
corresponds exactly to the requirement in weak morphisms of natural models [CD14; New18;
Clo+18] that the action of the induced transformation of natural models commutes with
context extension.
¦
We will often write MF to refer to a morphism of models, when we really mean the
pair (F, MF ).
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Definition 10. Let MF , MG be two morphisms between models MC, MD of T. Then, a 2Mα
morphism MF
MG is a natural transformation F α G : [C, D] which lies underneath
X
some (necessarily unique) natural transformation X F α X G : [X C, X D ] for each X :
T.
¦
Together, all these notions assemble into a 2-category ModT of models of a type theory
T.
M

The bi-initial model. Uemura [Uem19] shows that we have a bi-initial object T I DFI in
each 2-category of models, formed by taking the heart of the Yoneda embedding T T DFT .
The heart of a model is the core whose category of contexts is democratic, in the sense of
being totally generated by context extensions at representable maps.
The universal property of the bi-initial object ensures for any model MC : ModT , a
contractible space of morphisms MI
MC ; in other words, there is at least one such morF, G
phism, and for any two morphisms MI
MC , we are guaranteed a unique invertible
α
2-morphism MF
MG .
2.2. Martin-Löf type theory. We will give a modular treatment of Martin-Löf
 .type theory, defining various possible extensions to the “walking natural model” T0 = T τ T ,
each corresponding to the closure of the type theory under different connectives. A type
theory T which includes T0 will be called a “Martin-Löf type theory”.
Using pullback, pushforward, and composition it is possible to define families in T
which express the generic dependent (product, sum) situation for τ .5 First, we define the
. Σ
. Π
bases of the families TΣ τ TΣ and TΠ τ TΠ :
TΣ, TΠ = (A : T) × τ [A] ⇒ T
Then, we define the rest of the family fiberwise:
τ Σ [(A, B)] = (a : τ [A]) × τ [B a]
τ Π [(A, B)] = (a : τ [A]) ⇒ τ [B a]
Lemma 11. The assignments τ 7→ τ Π and τ 7→ τ Σ extend to endofunctors •Π and •Σ on
[∆1, T]cart .
Awodey [Awo18] and Newstead [New18] describe how to treat the closure of a type
theory under certain connectives as existence of certain cartesian maps.
products
Definition 12 (Dependent products). A Martin-Löf type theory T has dependent
.
.
iff it is equipped with an algebra τ Π
τ : [∆1, T]cart . We will write TΠ lam T and
pi
TΠ
T for the upstairs and downstairs components of this algebra respectively.
¦
Definition 13 (Dependent sums). A Martin-Löf type theory T has dependent sums iff it
. pair .
sg
is equipped with an algebra τ Σ
τ : [∆1, T]cart . We will write TΣ
T and TΣ
T
for the upstairs and downstairs components of this algebra respectively.
¦
Definition 14 (Universe à la Tarski). Universes à la Tarski are given by an element  u T
together with a decoding map τ [u] dec T; we will write U for τ [u]. (Further structures
will be imposed in Definition 15.)
¦
5The reader may consult Newstead [New18] and Awodey [Awo18] for more categorical presentations in
terms of operations on polynomial endofunctors.
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From a universe à la Tarski, we obtain a new representable map ϖ by pullback:

.

.

T

U

τ

ϖ
U

dec

T

Definition 15. A universe à la Tarski is weakly closed under dependent product when it
pbı
is equipped with an algebra ϖ Π
ϖ : [∆1, T]cart . We write UΠ
U for the downstairs
component of this algebra. The closure is called strict when the following square commutes
on the nose in T:
pbı
UΠ
U
decΠ
TΠ

dec

pi

T

¦

Remark 16. By Lemma 11, we see that the leftmost map and thence the composite map
are cartesian below:
pi
decΠ
ϖΠ
τΠ
τ
Because ϖ Π is also the pullback of τ along pbı ◦ dec, we obtain an isomorphism between
the elements of the decoding of the Π-code and the elements of the dependent product of
the decoding of the underlying family. The role of the diagram in Definition 15 is, then, to
make this identification descend to the level of codes.
¦
We may analogously define the (weak, strict) closure of a universe à la Tarski under
dependent sums. Henceforth, we write T for the least Martin-Löf type theory which has
both dependent product and sum types, as well as a universe à la Tarski closed under
dependent product and sum. We will work parametrically in whether this universe is
strictly or weakly closed under dependent product and sum.
3. The semantic gluing construction
In most instances of Artin gluing, one begins with a functor C F E; then, the “gluing
of C along F ” is the comma category E ↓ F . Artin gluing theorems show that if C, E are
(e.g.) topoi and F satisfies certain conditions (such as preservation of pullbacks), then the
gluing E ↓ F satisfies the same conditions as C and these conditions are preserved by
the canonical projection E ↓ F
C. Artin gluing has been developed for many kinds of
categories, summarized in Table 1.
It is reasonable to wonder what conditions are required on a functor C F E from the
category of contexts C of a model of type theory MC to obtain a good gluing, in the sense
that the gluing category E ↓ F can be equipped with the structure of a model of type
theory. In this section and Section 4, we show that flatness is a sufficient condition on F to
evince a good notion of gluing for models of type theory.6
6Some authors use the qualified term “internally flat” for this condition.
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Domain conditions

Codomain conditions

11

Morphism conditions

Grothendieck topos
Grothendieck topos
accessible & preserves finite limits [AGV72]
elementary topos
elementary topos
preserves finite limits [Wra74]
quasitopos
quasitopos
preserves pullbacks [CJ95]
cartesian closed
cartesian closed, has pullbacks preserves finite products. [CJ95]
supports T-model
supports T-model
pseudo-morphism of natural models [KHS19]
supports T-model
Grothendieck topos
flat (this paper)
Table 1. If C satisfies the domain conditions, E satisfies the codomain
conditions, and F satisfies the morphism conditions, then the gluing
E ↓ F satisfies the domain conditions and the canonical projection
E↓F
C preserves them. In each case, the condition that the morphism preserve finite limits may be weakened to preservation of pullbacks [CJ95].

The topo-logie of flat functors. Considering that the categories of contexts of type theories
possess very few finite limits, one does not expect that finite continuity would be a strong
enough condition for a functor C F E to induce a new model of type theory by gluing,
in contrast to the case where F is a functor between finitely complete categories. It is
therefore appropriate to demand that F preserve not only the finite limits that exist, but
additionally even the finite limits that don’t exist, an intuition which is formalized by the
condition of flatness [nLa19a; Bor10].
Anel and Joyal advance a dual algebraic view on topoi, speaking of the category Logos '
Topos op — a logos is the same as a topos, but one emphasizes the inverse image part of
a geometric morphism rather than the direct image [AJ19]. A morphism of logoi is
accordingly called an algebraic morphism, by analogy with geometric morphisms of topoi.
Now, an algebraic morphism of logoi is nothing more than a left exact and cocontinuous
functor between the underlying categories. Diaconescu’s theorem [Bor10] states that
DFC is the classifying topos (or “co-classifying logos”) of the theory of flat functors, so
an algebraic morphism F : DFC
E corresponds exactly to an essentially unique flat
functor F C = F ◦ C : C
E.
Therefore, if we adopt the perspective that a “model of type theory” happens not in
C but rather in DFC , it is appropriate to speak of “gluing models of type theory along
algebraic morphisms of logoi”.

Gluing DFC along an algebraic morphism. Given MC , a model of type theory whose
category of contexts is C, for any algebraic morphism DFC F E : Logos, we may show
that the comma logos G = E ↓ F supports a universe closed under the type-theoretic
connectives specified by T.
Unfortunately, we do not obtain from this semantic construction a projection functor
gl
G
C, considering that the gluing fibration G
DFC is over the category of discrete
fibrations on C rather than C itself. However, we will show in Section 4 that from our
semantic constructions in G, we obtain a model of type theory MGK : ModT , whose
category of contexts GK = E ↓ F C is the gluing of C along the flat functor corresponding
to the algebraic morphism DFC F E.
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Concretely, the gluing category G = E ↓ F may be obtained from the following (strict)
∂
pullback in Cat, writing [∆1, E] 1 E for the codomain fibration of E:
G

[∆1, E]
∂1

gl
DFC

E

F

By pulling back further along the Yoneda embedding, we obtain a category of “compact”
computability families which lie over genuine contexts C : C:
GK

K

glK
C

C

G

[∆1, E]

gl

∂1

DFC

E

F

FC
Definition 1 (Computability family). We refer to the objects EP P F (X ) : E of G as
computability families; it is important to note that these computability families lie over
arbitrary discrete fibrations X on C, not just those which are either representable or
otherwise correspond to type-theoretic structure in the model MC .
A computability family which lies over a representable object (i.e. a computability
family in the essential image of K) is called compact.
¦
Proposition 2 (Artin, Grothendieck, and Verdier [AGV72]). The category G of computabilgl
ity families is a Grothendieck logos and therefore cocomplete, with G
DFC a logical
morphism of logoi. Moreover, the gluing fibration has both left and right adjoints [Tay99]
which are each sections.
¦
A representable map category over G. We now equip G with the structure of a representable
f
map category. Define a wide subcategory RG as follows: an arrow X
Y : G is in RG
iff every fiber of f at a compact computability family is compact. In other words, fixing
K(Γ) x X we require that the pullback of f along x is compact:
K(Y [x])

Y
f

K(px )
K(Γ)

x

X

It is a simple matter to verify that this class of maps satisfies the axioms of a representable
gl
map category, and that G
DFC preserves and reflects representable maps. The rest of
G[−]
this section will be oriented toward constructing a representable map functor T
G
which can be used to construct a gluing model of type theory in Section 4. We will
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additionally need the following triangle to commute up to a canonical natural isomorphism
χ • in Cat:
G[−]
T
G
χ•
gl

MC

DFC
Because T can be
. seen to be generated by a signature of clauses (e.g. “There is a
representable map T τ T”), we may construct such a pair (G[−], χ • ) by considering only
these generating clauses, following Theorem 5.17 of Uemura [Uem19].
3.1. A universe of computability families. Because E is a Grothendieck logos, we

.

elU

E
may find a large enough universe UE
UE : E closed under dependent product,
dependent sum, subobjects,
quotients,
etc.
[Str05],
contains

.
.
also a code for F (τ C ). We
will use this to define G T τ T lying directly over T τ T C (which is to say, we may
define χ T. = idT. C and χ T = idTC , etc.).

Notation 3. To save space, we write T
DFC F E.
Remark 4. Let X

G

Lemma 5. Let X

G

b−c

E for the composite of T

MC

DFC with
¦
д

E be any functor, and let f !д : X/Z be the dependent sum of X
Y

f
!
!
along Y
Z ; then, we have G f д = G(f ) G(д). This is because dependent sums are
formed by composition, and functors obviously preserve composition.
¦
of X

д

f

Y along Y

E be any left exact functor, and let f ∗д : X/Z be the dependent product
Z . Then we have the following canonical comparison map:
G(f ∗д)

G(f )∗G(д)

Proof. It is simple enough to calculate the comparison map in the “adjoint sequent calculus”:
identity
f ∗д
f ∗д ∗
f a f∗
f ∗ f ∗д
д
G(−)
G(f ∗ f ∗д)
G(д)
G left exact
G(f )∗G(f ∗д)
G(д)
G(f )∗ a G(f )∗
G(f ∗д)
G(f )∗G(д)

Corollary 6. We have the following canonical comparison maps, not generally invertible:
 . Π
T

L−M

bτ c Π

 Π
τ


TΠ

.

 . Σ
T

bTc Π



TΣ

bTc Σ



L−M
Proof. By Remark 4 and Lemma 5, using the fact that T

.

bTc Σ
bτ c Σ

 Σ
τ

bTc Π



L−M

L−M
b−c

E is left exact.

Notation 7. In light of Corollary 6, we fix the following notations in the fibers.
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(1) Given G : TΠ and д : τ Π [G], we will write LдM : bτ c Π [LGM], i.e. LдM :
(a : bτ c[LGM0]) ⇒
 bτ c[LGM1 a].
 
(2) Given G : TΣ and д : τ Σ [G], we will write LдM : bτ c Σ [LGM], i.e. LдM :
(a : bτ c[LGM0 ]) × bτ c[LGM1 a].
¦
Construction 8 (Universe of computability families). We define a computability family
G[T] over TC fiberwise in the internal language of E. Fixing A : bTc, we define the fiber
G[T][A] in E to be
. the function space bτ c[A] ⇒ UE .
.
The family G[T] which we are now defining must lie over
TC ; considering that we must
.
.
. G[τ ] EG[T] , EG[T]
. G[T] bTc
eventually define both maps EG[T]
, we do so simultaneously
by considering the fiber over the pullback of G[T] along bτ c:

G[τ

.
EG[T]
G

.

G[T]

[τ
]

]

.

EG[T] × bTc bTc

EG[T]
G[T]

.

bTc

(3.9)

bτ c

bTc

Fixing A : G[T][A], a : bτ c[A], we define G[τ ][A, A, a] to be the type A a : UE . As in

.
Diagram 3.9, this determines both EG[T]

G[τ ]

.
EG[T] and EG[T]

.

G[T]

.

bTc by composition.
¦

   
3.2. Dependent product and sum. The representable maps G τ Π , G τ Σ are defined
gl

compositionally as G[τ ]Π , G[τ ]Σ respectively. The local cartesian closure of G
DFC
determines canonical isomorphisms χ TΠ , χ T. Π , χ TΣ , χ T. Σ and the appropriate naturality
Π, τ Σ .
squares relative to τ C
C

.

In order to close the universe G[T]

G[τ ]

.

G[T] under dependent products and sums, it

G[τ ]Π
G[T]Π

.

will be useful to compute the families
G[T]Π and G[T]Σ
language of E; this computation is displayed in Figure 1.

G[τ ]Σ

G[T]Σ in the

Construction 10 (Dependent product). We define a cartesian map G[τ ]Π
G[τ ] :
Π
[∆1, G]cart which lies over the algebra τ C
τ C modulo the canonical isomorphisms
mentioned above; we accomplish this directly by defining computability families strictly
over the desired constituents of MC , which may then be adjusted by χ • appropriately.
Unfolding into the language of E, we must construct the upstairs and downstairs arrows
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G[τ Π
]

.Π
EG[T]
G

.

G[τ

.Σ
EG[T]
G

[τ
]Π

. 
EG[T]Π × bTΠ c TΠ

EG[T]Π
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]Σ

[τ
]Σ

. 
EG[T]Σ × bTΣ c TΣ

.

EG[T]Σ

G[T]Σ

G[T]Π

G[T]Σ

G[T]Π
 . Π
T


 Π
τ

TΠ

 . Σ
T




 Σ
τ

TΣ



 
G : TΠ | G[T]Π [G] = (A : G[T][LGM0 ]) × (a : bτ c[LGM0 ]) (a : A a) ⇒ G[T][LGM1 a]
 
G : TΣ | G[T]Σ [G] = (A : G[T][LGM0 ]) × (a : bτ c[LGM0 ]) (a : A a) ⇒ G[T][LGM1 a]
 
 
G : TΠ , G : G[T]Π [G], д : τ Π [G] | G[τ ]Π [G, G, д] = (a : bτ c[LGM0 ]) (a : G0 a) ⇒ G1 a a (LдM a)
 
 
G : TΣ , G : G[T]Σ [G], д : τ Σ [G] | G[τ ]Σ [G, G, д] = (a : G0 LдM0 ) × G1 LдM0 a LдM1
Figure 1. Computation of the generic dependent product and sum from
G in E. Note that this is not a definition, but rather a construction of a
family which is universally determined up to isomorphism.

of Diagram 3.11 below.
G[lam]

.Π
EG[T]
G

.
EG[T]

.

. T]

[T
]Π

 . Π  blamc .
T
bTc
G[τ ]Π

 Π
τ

Π

G

[T

]

TΠ

G

[

bτ c

bpic

G[τ ]

bTc
G

[T
]

EG[T]
G[pi]
 
To define G[pi] over bpic, we fix G : TΠ and G : G[T]Π over G, and must choose
an element of G[T][bpicG], i.e. a UE -valued family indexed in bτ c[bpicG]. Fixing д :
bτ c[bpicG], we choose the following type in UE :

(3.11)

EG[T]Π

G[pi][G] G д , (a : bτ c[LGM0 ]) (a : G0 a) ⇒ G1 a a (д a)
 
 
Next, we must define G[lam] over blamc. Fixing G : TΠ , д : τ Π [G], G : G[T]Π over
G, and g : G[τ ]Π [G] over д, and considering Construction 8, we must choose an element
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of the following collection:
G[τ ][bpicG, G[pi][G] G, blamcд]
 G[pi][G] G (blamcд)
 (a : bτ c[LGM0 ]) (a : G0 a) ⇒ G1 a a ((blamcд) a)
We choose the following element:
G[lam][G, д] G g a a , g a a

¦

Construction 12 (Dependent sum). The universe of computability families is closed
under dependent sums lying essentially over the corresponding algebra in MC . As in
Construction 10, we must construct the upstairs and downstairs arrows of Diagram 3.13
below.
G[pair]

.Σ
EG[T]
G

.
EG[T]

.

. T]

[T
]Σ

 . Σ  bpairc .
T
b Tc
G[τ ]Σ

 Σ
τ

Σ

G

[T

]

TΣ

G

[

G[τ ]

bτ c

bsgc

bTc
G

[T

]

EG[T]
G[sg]
 
To define G[sg] over bsgc, we fix G : TΣ and G : G[T]Σ over G, and must choose
an element of G[T][bsgcG], i.e. a UE -valued family indexed in bτ c[bsgcG]. Fixing д :
bτ c[bsgcG], we choose the following type in UE :

(3.13)

EG[T]Σ

G[sg][G] G д , (a : G0 LдM0 ) × G1 LдM0 a LдM1
 
 
Next, we must define G[pair] over bpairc. Fixing G : TΣ , д : τ Σ [G], G : G[T]Σ over
G, g : G[τ ]Σ [G] over д, and considering Construction 8, we must choose an element of
G[τ ][bsgcG, G[sg][G] G, bpairc д]. We choose the following:
G[pair][G, д] G g , (g0, g1 )

¦

3.3. Universe à la Tarski.
Assumption 14. In this section we assume a universe à la Tarski (uE : UE, decE : elUE [uE ] → UE )
closed under dependent sum and product in the sense of Definition 15, and large enough
to contain a code for bτ c.
¦
In Lemma 17, we will prove that the (strict, weak) closure of uE under dependent
product and sum can be lifted to a glued universe which is (strictly, weakly) closed under
dependent product and sum.
Remark 15. Following Streicher [Str05], we always have such universes à la Tarski for
Grothendieck logoi, weakly closed under connectives; there is some uncertainty in the
literature whether these universes may be strictly closed under connectives for general
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sheaf logoi, but the strictness is always easy to obtain by a direct construction in the
case of presheaves (which covers most instances of gluing for metatheoretic purposes, e.g.
Examples 4 to 6).
Alternatively, (small) induction-recursion may always be used to obtain a suitably
strict universe in a Grothendieck logos, as employed by Sterling, Angiuli, and Gratzer
[SAG19]; small induction-recursion is a formal schema for the construction of certain
initial algebras [Han+13], which are known to exist in sheaf logoi following Moerdijk and
Palmgren [MP00] (using the fact that small induction recursion can be reduced to indexed
inductive families).
¦
G[u]

G[T]
Construction 16 (Glued universe à la Tarski). We will define a global element G[]


G[dec]
u
dec
lying strictly over 
T C and a decoding map G[U]
G[T] lying over τ [u]
TC
which, as a universe à la Tarski, is (strictly, weakly) closed under dependent product and
sum. (Note that G[U] is G[τ ][G[u]] because G[−] preserves pullbacks.) These are formulated
in the internal language of E.
The computability family of the universe G[u] is an element of G[T][buc] = bτ c[buc] ⇒
UE . Considering that bτ c[buc] is bτ [u]c, we define G[u] Â to be the function space
bτ c[bdeccÂ] ⇒ uE : UE . We define the decoding of Â : G[u] Â to be dec(Â) , decE ◦
Â.
¦
Lemma 17 (Closure under dependent product and sum). If (uE, decE ) is (strictly, weakly)
closed under dependent product and sum relative to UE , then so is the glued universe à la
Tarski (G[u], G[dec]) relative to G[T].
 
Proof. To close it under dependent products, we must define G pbı lying over pbıC . Fixing
 
 
a code Ĝ : UΠ over G : TΠ and a computability family Ĝ : G[U]Π over Ĝ, we
must construct a function bτ c[bpic G] ⇒ uE which is (equal, pointwise isomorphic)

to G[pi][G] G[dec]ΠĜ when followed by decE . We send each д : bτ c[bpic G] to the
following:
(a : bτ c[LGM0 ]) (a : Ĝ0 a) ⇒ Ĝ1 a a (д a) : uE
 
 
The case for dependent sums is analogous: fixing Ĝ : UΣ over G : TΣ and Ĝ : G[U]Σ
over Ĝ, we construct a function bτ c[bsgc G] ⇒ uE which is (equal, pointwise isomorphic)

to G[sg][G] G[dec]ΣĜ when followed by decE . For each д : bτ c[bsgc G], we choose:
(a : Ĝ0 LдM0 ) × Ĝ1 LдM0 a LдM1 : uE



 
Π G pbı
In summary,
we
have
closed
our
semantic
universe
à
la
Tarski
under
algebras
G[U]
 


b
G sg
b
pbı
sg
G[U]Σ
which lie over UΠ
U C and
UΣ
U C respectively such that
 G[U]



b = G[sg] ◦ G[dec]Σ .
G[dec] ◦ G pbı = G[pi] ◦ G[dec]Π and G[dec] ◦ G sg

4. The computability model of type theory
In this section, we will transform the semantic gluing construction from Section 3
into a model of type theory. Starting from the Artin gluing situation for the algebraic
morphism DFC F E, we recall that we may restrict further along the Yoneda embedding
F
to construct the gluing of C along the essentially unique flat functor C C E.
It is justified to refer to the restricted gluing category GK as the category of compact
computability families; indeed, the embedding functor GK K G is dense, a consequence of
the cocontinuity of F and the universality of colimits in E.

G[U],
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Lemma 1 (Density). Every computability family X : G is canonically a colimit of computability families which lie in the image of K, i.e. compact computability families.
The main result of this section will be to exhibit a gluing model of type theory MGK :
ModT over the compact computability families (Construction 4), together with a homogl
morphism of models MGK
MC : ModT tracked by the fibration GK K C (Lemma 5).
The nerve of a computability family. The dense subcategory GK K G induces a fully
N
faithful nerve operation G K DFGK which takes a computability family and “splays it out”
as a discrete fibration over compact computability families; the fiber of the nerve NK (X )
of a computability family at a compact computability family Γ is the set of morphisms of
computability families from K(Γ) to X :
DFGK [ Γ, NK (X )]  G[K(Γ), X ]
|−|

N

K
Moreover, G K DFGK has a left adjoint DFGK
G, the realization of a discrete
fibration in computability families. The adjunction |−| K a NK restricts to an equivalence
between categories of “generating” objects, namely the representable presheaves and the
compact computability families. We note a further consequence of the density of compact
computability families:

Lemma 2. The nerve is locally cartesian closed.
Our idea is to transfer our semantic gluing constructions from G to DFGK along the
nerve functor, obtaining a gluing model of type theory over GK .
Lemma 3. The nerve functor G

NK

DFGK is a representable map functor.

Construction 4 (The gluing model). By composing with the nerve, we obtain a representable map functor (thence, a model of type theory) T
G[−]
T
M

G

MGK

DFGK :

G
NK

K

DFGK

¦

A morphism of models. The gluing model MGK must lie over MC , in the sense that we
gl
have a morphism MGK
MC : ModT . We will use the gluing fibration GK K C for the
underlying functor between categories of contexts; it remains to exhibit a natural transforMgl

K
mation MGK
MC : [T, DF] whose components lie over glK and which satisfies the
Beck-Chevalley condition on representable maps.

Mgl

K
We must construct MGK
MC : [T, DF] lying pointwise over glK , which is in fact
the same as constructing a map MGK
gl∗K ◦ MC : [T, DFGK ] by the universal property of
πDF
the cartesian lift in the fibration DF
Cat. We can see that this map is given essentially
by the action of the gluing fibration on morphisms; working fiberwise, this action can be
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written as follows for each J : T, noting that gl ◦ K =
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◦ glK :

JGK (Γ)  G[K(Γ), G[J ]]
gl
DFC [ glK (Γ), gl(G[J ])]
(χ J )∗
DFC [ glK (Γ), JC ]  JC (glK (Γ))
The above extends to a natural transformation in J : T by virtue of the naturality of χ • :
MGK = NK ◦ G[−]


M
glK

gl∗K ◦ MC : [T, DFGK ]

By transposing, we therefore have a natural transformation MGK
X glK

MglK

MC : [T, DF]

glK

such that each X GK
X C is tracked by GK
C. It remains to check the Beck-Chevalley
conditions for the naturality squares at representable maps, which we omit for reasons of
space.
Lemma 5 (Morphism of models). The natural transformation MGK
gl
exhibits a morphism of models in ModT , tracked by GK K C.

MglK

MC : [T, DF]

4.1. Display of the gluing model. We will now unfold what the universal property of
M
the bi-initial model T I DFI gives us in relation to the gluing projection. We will write
Mev
MI
MGK : ModT lying over I ev GK for the essentially unique evaluation map from
the bi-initial model into the gluing model.
Mα
Diagram 4.6 below commutes in ModT up to a unique invertible 2-cell MidI
MglK ◦ Mev .
Mev

MGK
gl
K

Mi

Mα

dI

M

MI

MI

(4.6)

We will write Mα for the inverse to this canonical 2-cell.
Display of contexts. Unfolding slightly, the 2-cell Mα is a natural isomorphism between
the underlying functors idI and glK ◦ ev in Cat[I, I]. This means that for every context
α
Γ : I, we have an isomorphism Γ Γ glK (ev(Γ)).
Display of judgments. For each X : T, both X idI and X glK ◦ X ev are fibered endofunctors
on X I : DF lying over idI and glK ◦ ev respectively. The canonical natural isomorphism
idI α glK ◦ ev tracks some (uniquely determined) natural isomorphism between fibered
endofunctors:
(4.7)

X idI

Xα

X glK ◦ X ev
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Fixing x : X I , we consider the component of the natural transformation in Equation 4.7
as an isomorphism in X I tracked by the appropriate component of α :
X αx

x

X glK (X ev (x))

XI
π

π (x)

α π (x )

I

glK (ev(π (x)))

An isomorphism in a discrete fibration is nothing more than a condition:
x = α ∗π (x )X glK (X ev (x))

(4.8)
(4.9)

α ∗π (x )x = X glK (X ev (x))

Slogan 10. The natural transformations X α ensure that the difference between typetheoretic structures is totally determined by the action of α on contexts.
¦
Realignment. As we noted above, the glued evaluation ev(Γ) : GK lies not over Γ : I but
(tautologically) rather over glK (ev(Γ)) : I. By cartesian lift, we obtain a computability
family JΓK which lies strictly over the context Γ (though this assignment is only pseudofunctorial):
α †Γ
JΓK

ev(Γ)

GK
glK

(4.11)

Γ

αΓ

glK (ev(Γ))

I

A similar phenomenon occurs in the discrete fibrations: given a judgment X : T and
X (x )
element Γ x X I : DFI , the glued evaluation ev(Γ) ev
X GK : DFGK is sent by X glK
not to x itself but to x ◦ α Γ , considering Equation 4.9.
Computing the nerve of a computability family at a representable fiber, we know that
X ev (x) is in fact determined canonically by an element K(ev(Γ))
following configuration:

K(ev(Γ))


X
ev (x)

G[X ]

G
gl

glK (ev(Γ))

x ◦ αΓ

XI

DFI

X
ev (x )

G[X ] : G in the
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Using α †Γ from Diagram 4.11, we obtain a glued element which lies strictly over x:
JxK

K(JΓK)

G[X ]

G
gl

Γ

x

XI

DFI

5. Case study: closed canonicity
We demonstrate an initial application of our model construction, to prove the canonicity
metatheorem for Martin-Löf type theory. In order to state the canonicity theorem, we must
have a base type whose elements are observable. We could extend T by the booleans, but it
is equally illustrative to simply add a type O of observables which contains two constants
{y, n} and no elimination form, following Harper’s tutorial [Har19]. We therefore extend
T with the following maps:
y
 O T

τ [O]
 n τ [O]
Extending the gluing model. We will glue along the global sections functor I Γ Set, which
Lan Γ
is clearly flat because its Yoneda extension DFI
Set can be seen to be an algebraic
morphism of logoi. We must extend the constructions from Sections 3 and 4 to account
for the type of observables.



To that end, we define a computability family G  O T lying over  O T I . From
the perspective of E = Set, it suffices to construct a family of (small) sets lying over bτ [O]c.
We choose the family {0, 1}
bτ [O]c sending 0 to yI and 1 to nI . In other words, a
computable element overo : bτ [O]c is a witness that o ∈ {yI, nI }.

y, n
y, n
We model constants G 
τ [O] lying over the closed terms 
τ [O] I , choosing 0 and 1 respectively.
Theorem 1 (Canonicity). Let 1I
o = yI or o = nI .

o

τ [O]I be an observable in empty context. Then either

Proof. Using the evaluation morphism and realigning by α , we have the following situation:
JoK
1G  K(J1I K)
G[τ [O]]
G
gl
τ [O]I
DFI
o
Considering that G[τ [O]]  G[τ ][G[O]], by unfolding the definition of G[O] we immediately obtain o ∈ {yI, nI }.

1I

Appendix A. Appendix
A.1. Type theory.
Lemma 11. The assignments τ 7→ τ Π and τ 7→ τ Σ extend to endofunctors •Π and •Σ on
[∆1, T]cart .
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Proof. We consider the case of dependent products; the case of dependent sums is analogous. Fix ς α τ : [∆1, T]cart , which is the following cartesian square:

.

S

.

α0

T
τ

ς
S

(A.1)

We will first exhibit a functorial action ς Π
cartesian.

.

SΠ

α 0Π

αΠ

τ Π , and then we will show that ς Π is

.

TΠ
τΠ

ςΠ
(A.2)

T

α1

SΠ

α 1Π

TΠ

We may define α 1Π as follows, using the canonical isomorphism χA : τ [α 1 A]  ς[A]
(which we have because Diagram A.1 is cartesian):

α 1Π G : SΠ = (α 1 (G 0 ), α 1 ◦ G 1 ◦ χG 0 )
We define the upstairs map α 0Π fiberwise over each G : SΠ to produce a dependent map
of the following type:

α 0Π [G]



ς Π [G] ⇒ τ Π α 1Π G
 ς Π [G] ⇒ (x : τ [α 1 G 0 ]) ⇒ τ [α 1 (G 1 (χG 0 (x)))]
 ς Π [G] ⇒ (x : ς[G 0 ]) ⇒ τ [α 1 (G 1 (x))]
 ς Π [G] ⇒ (x : ς[G 0 ]) ⇒ ς[G 1 (x)]
 ς Π [G] ⇒ ς Π [G]
Therefore, each fiber α 0Π [G] is the following isomorphism:

α 0Π [G] д : ς Π [G] = λx : τ [α 1 G 0 ]. χG−11 (χG

0x)

(д(χG 0 x))
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Next, we will check that Diagram A.2 is cartesian.
д

X

.

SΠ

.

α 0Π

TΠ

G
τΠ

ςΠ
SΠ

(A.3)

TΠ

α 1Π

The universal map of Diagram A.3 is obtained from д and the inverse to the isomorphism
α 0Π [G].

A.2. Semantic gluing.

.

Lemma 4. The family G[T]

G[τ ]

G[T] : G is representable.

Proof. We fix a dependent computability family in a compact context K(Γ)
must verify that the fiber product below is compact:

.

G[T] ×G[T] K(Γ)

A

G[T], and

.

G[T]
G[τ ]

K(Γ)

(A.5)

A

G[T]

A computability family is compact iff it lies over a representable discrete fibration.
Therefore, it suffices to check that the image of the fiber product from Diagram A.5
. G[τ ]
.

under gl is representable in DFC . Noting that G[T]
G[T] lies over T τ T C and
M
gl(K(Γ)) = glK (Γ), this follows from the fact that T C DFC must preserve representable
maps.

Corollary 6. We have the following canonical comparison maps, not generally invertible:
 . Π
T

L−M

bτ c Π

 Π
τ


TΠ

.

bTc Π

bTc Π


L−M

 
Proof. We explicitly construct the map TΠ

 . Σ
T

L−M

bτ c Σ

 Σ
τ


TΣ

.

bTc Σ

bTc Σ


L−M

bTc Π , since the other cases are analogous.
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.
. identity
T∗ T . ! . ∗
T aT
. .
T! T∗ T
T
b−c
. .
bT! T∗ Tc
bTc
Remark 4
. .
.
bTc ! bT∗ Tc
bTc . !
bTc a bTc ∗
.∗
. ∗
bT Tc
bTc bTc
bτ c ∗ (−)
.∗
.
bτ c ∗ bT Tc
bτ c ∗ bTc ∗ bTc
Lemma 5
.
.
bτ ∗ T∗ Tc
bτ c ∗ bTc ∗ bTc
bTc ! (−)
.
.
bTc ! bτ ∗ T∗ Tc
bTc ! bτ c ∗ bTc ∗ bTc
Remark 4
.∗
. ∗
T∗ T

bT!τ ∗ T Tc
bTc ! bτ c ∗ bTc bTc
by def.
 Π
T
bTc Π



A.3. Nerve and realization. Let E be a lex and cocomplete category; E is said to have
universal colimits when colimits are stable under pullback; in particular, every locally
cartesian closed category has universal colimits. A particularly useful reformulation of
the universality of colimits is suggested by Anel and Joyal [AJ19]: a cocone is universal if
it is cartesian over a universal cocone.
C

A

Lemma 6 (Characterization of universal colimits). Let D • E and D • E be two diaγ
α
grams such that A• • {A∞ } is a universal cocone and C • • {C ∞ } is an arbitrary cocone.
f•
Let γ •
α • be a cartesian morphism of cocones, i.e. one in which the following diagram is
cartesian for each i : D:
Ci

γi

C∞
f∞

fi
Ai

αi

A∞

Then the cocone γ • is universal.
Proof. Consider the following pullback situation:
f ∞∗ A∞

A∞
idA∞

C∞

f∞

A∞

The ordinary sense of the universality of the colimit A∞ asserts that the pullback f ∞∗ A∞ is
in fact colimi (f ∞∗ Ai ); recalling our assumption Ci = f ∞∗ Ai , we therefore have the following
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pullback square:
colim C •

A∞
idA∞

C∞

A∞

f∞

But any pullback of an isomorphism is an isomorphism, so C ∞ is in fact the desired
colimit.

Lemma 1 (Density). Every computability family X : G is canonically a colimit of computability families which lie in the image of K, i.e. compact computability families.
We thank Mathieu Anel for suggesting this argument.
Proof. Let X : G be a computability family. We need to check that X is the colimit of the
following diagram K ↓ {X }
G:
K ↓ {X }

(A.7)

πK

GK

K

G

First, we note by the dual Yoneda lemma that gl(X ) : DFC is canonically the colimit of
Diagram A.8 below:
↓ {gl(X )}

(A.8)

π

C

DFC

α

Each leg Ci i gl(X ) of the colimiting cocone for Diagram A.8 exhibits a cartesian
lift at X in the gluing fibration:
α i†X

α i∗X

X

G
gl

Ci

αi

gl(X )

DFC


α †X
The resulting cocone α i∗X i X in G can be seen to be colimiting from the universality of colimits [AJ19] in the topos E, using the cocontinuity of F : the image of the
cocone {α i†X } in E is cartesian over the colimiting cocone {F (α i )} in the configuration
required by Lemma 6.
In fact, we needed to show that X was the colimit of Diagram A.7, whose vertices
are arbitrary compact computability families, not just those which are exhibited as cartesian lifts. However, each K(Γi )

fi

X factors vertically through some α i∗X

α i† X

X over
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glK (Γi )

αi

gl(X ) in a unique way by the universal property of the cartesian lift:
fi

K(Γi )
βi

α i∗X

α i†X

X

G
gl

glK (Γi )

αi

gl(X )

DFC


α † X ◦ βi
Finally, we observe that the cocone K(Γi ) i
X is still colimiting. Given a

γ
cocone K(Γi ) i Y we must exhibit a universal map Y
X ; but this cocone contains
within it a cocone {α i∗X
Y } because the cartesian lifts α i∗X are all compact. Therefore,
our universal map is already determined by the restriction of the cocone to cartesian
lifts.

Corollary 9. The nerve G

NK

DFGK is fully faithful.

Proof. This is equivalent to the conclusion of Lemma 1.



Remark 10. The density of the subcategory of compact computability families may be
re-stated in terms of the nerve functor, using the tensor calculus of functors [Mac98;
nLa19b]. For each computability family X : G, we have:
¦

X  NK (X ) ⊗GK K
|−|

K
Construction 11 (Realization). The nerve has a left adjoint DFGK
G, the realization
of a discrete fibration on compact computability families. The realization functor is formed
by Kan extension:

|P | K  Lan GK K P  P ⊗GK K
¦

Remark 12. Via Corollary 9, the density of GK K G is also equivalent to the counit
|−| K ◦ NK ϵ idG being a natural isomorphism. Indeed, this is easy to see by a computation
in the tensor calculus:
|NK (X )| K  NK (X ) ⊗GK K
X

Construction 11
Remark 10

¦

The density of the inclusion K allows us to characterize the equivalent subcategories
determined by the adjunction.
Lemma 13. The nerve–realization adjunction |−| K a NK restricts to an equivalence between
the subcategories of compact computability families and representable presheaves.
Proof. Let Γ be a compact computability family; we first check that the nerve of Γ is a
representable presheaf.
NK (K(Γ))  G[K(•), K(Γ)]
(A.14)

by def.

 GK [•, Γ]

K fully faithful

Γ

Yoneda lemma
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Next, we check that the realization of the representable presheaf Γ is the corresponding
compact computability family.
| Γ| K  |NK (K(Γ))| K

Equation A.14

 K(Γ)

Remark 12



Remark 15. In the same way that a presheaf category DFC is densely generated by
C under the Yoneda embedding, the slices (DFC )/X are densely generated by the total
category X : Cat of the discrete fibration X : DFC . As a subcategory of (DFC )/X , this
consists in the arrows c
X : DFC .
¦
Lemma 2. The nerve is locally cartesian closed.
Proof. As a right adjoint, the nerve is clearly left exact; we need to check that it preserves
f
д
dependent products. Fixing Y
X and Z
Y in G, we must check that NK (f )∗ NK (д)
is NK (f ∗д). Following Remark 15, it suffices to probe these objects at some Γ x NK (X ).
Of course, we have a transpose | Γ| K xe X : G, and thence by functoriality we have
N (e
x)
NK (| Γ| K ) K
NK (X ) : DFGK . Because |−| K a NK restricts to an equivalence on the
x )  x : (DFGK )/NK (X ) . Therefore, the following
dense generators, we can see that NK (e
calculation is justified:
(DFGK )/NK (X ) [x, NK (f )∗ NK (д)]
 (DFGK )/NK (X ) [NK (e
x ), NK (f )∗ NK (д)]
 (DFGK )/NK (Y ) [NK (f )∗ NK (e
x ), NK (д)]
 (DFGK )/NK (Y ) [NK (f ∗xe), NK (д)]
 G/Y [f ∗xe, д]
 G/X [e
x , f ∗д]

 (DFGK )/NK (X ) [NK (e
x ), NK (f ∗д)]
 (DFGK )/NK (X ) [x, NK (f ∗д)]
Lemma 3. The nerve functor G

NK



DFGK is a representable map functor.

Proof. Because the nerve functor is locally cartesian closed (Lemma 2), it is in particular
left exact and preserves pushforwards along representable maps; it remains to see that the
f
nerve preserves representable maps. Fix a representable (i.e. compact) map Y
X ∈ RG ;
NK (f )
we must check that the nerve of this map NK (Y )
NK (X ) is in representable in DFC .
This is most easily checked in the “Grothendieck style”, requiring that the following fiber
product lies in the image of the Yoneda embedding:
NK (Y ) ×NK (X ) Γ

NK (Y )

NK (f )
Γ

x

NK (X )
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Because the nerve–realization adjunction restricts to an equivalence between generating
objects, we may rewrite the square as follows:
NK (Y ) ×NK (X ) NK (| Γ| K )

NK (Y )

NK (f )

NK (| Γ| K )

NK (X )

NK (x̃)

The nerve is left exact and fully faithful and moreover |−| K ◦
suffices to check that the left-hand map below is compact:
Y ×X K(Γ)

 K (Lemma 13), so it

Y
f

K(Γ)

x̃

X

But this follows from the compactness of f .



A.4. The gluing model.
Action of right adjoints to representable maps. In order to check the Beck-Chevalley condition, it will be useful to have a concrete characterization of the objects of the total categories
JGK , and the actions of the right adjoints qfGK on these objects, fixing a representable map
J

f

I ∈ RT .
(1) Recalling that JGK is just NK (G[J ]), we see that an object of the total category is a
map Γ
NK (G[J ]) : DFGK , which is the same as a map K(Γ)
G[J ] : G.
qf G

K
(2) The functor I GK
JGK : Cat can be seen to have the following action from the
perspective of G, using the fact that NK is left exact:

K(Γ)

i
G[I ]

G[J ] ×G[I ] K(Γ)

qfGK (i)

q f GK

G[J ]
G[f ]

K(Γ)

i

G[I ]

Lemma 5 (Morphism of models). The natural transformation MGK
gl
exhibits a morphism of models in ModT , tracked by GK K C.

MglK

MC : [T, DF]
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f

Proof. We must check the Beck-Chevalley condition for each representable map J
I ∈
RT . In particular, the following square must commute up to canonical isomorphism.
I glK

I GK
q f GK

IC
qf C



J GK

JC

JglK

χ ◦ gl(i)

We fix an object K(Γ) i G[I ] ∈ ob I GK , which is taken by I glK to glK (Γ) I
this is taken by qfC to the dotted map in the following pullback square in DFC :
(· · ·)

qfC (I glK (i))

IC ;

JC

fC

(A.16)

G:

glK (Γ)

IC

I glK (i) = χ I ◦ gl(i)

Alternatively, i is taken by qfGK to the dotted map in the following pullback square in

K(· · ·)

qfGK (i)

G[J ]
G[f ]

K(Γ)

(A.17)

i

G[I ]

The map qfGK (i) is taken by JglK to the composite upstairs map of Diagram A.18, noting
that the left-hand pullback square below is the image of Diagram A.17 under gl and the
right-hand square comes from the naturality of χ • .
glK (· · ·)

gl(G[J ])

χJ

JC

gl(G[f ])

(A.18)

glK (Γ)

gl(i)

gl(G[I ])

fC

χI

IC
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We need to check that the composite upstairs map of Diagram A.18 is canonically
isomorphic to the upstairs map of Diagram A.16. But the upstairs and downstairs maps of
the right-hand square are isomorphisms, so the outer square is a pullback.
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